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 “Like Nike would 
say, think traning is 
hard, try loosing.”
-Katie Hopper 

The freshmen group known as the Fab4 bring some 
fresh new mad skills to the Hutch boys program.

J.V. BASKETBALL
BABY BALLERS

This year was not only 
filled with amazing 

Varsity basketball teams, 
both the boys and girls 
JV teams were very 
sucsesful. Skill and 

hard work were shown 
thoughout the season 
as most of these young 
talented ballers swung up 
to the Varsity team. Starting 
out erly in the year these 
deticated players spent hours 
at open gyms for pre-season 
conditioning and this hard 

work  was deffintly reflected in 
the sucsses of their season. 
Both these teams are filled with 
young and talented players that 
make the next few years of Hutch 
promissing.   

f341294
Sticky Note
This looks extremely low quality to me? In fact many of your pictures do? Did something happen to your pics? 



f341294
Sticky Note
Though I get the idea of the collage here you should not replace your dominate photo with a photo collage, Pick your best picture that would show up here and use just it (with some sharpening in Photoshop).

f341294
Sticky Note
These roster areas need some more work done to make them pop and to help the words stand off of the page. Also need to include coaches names (Steve Tate) 

f341294
Sticky Note
DUH! This is a good pic to talkl about how they have been playing together a long time, etc. 

f341294
Sticky Note
This should be in the "quotes" font not the caption font.  

f341294
Sticky Note
Hard to say too much about these pics as the export quality is soo bad. I have to think that something got checked in the exporting as they are all super pixelated. Regardless you can check this by right clicking on the picture and changing "display performace" to "high quality" if it looks good like that then it is good, if not then it is not a good pic. 

f341294
Sticky Note
Lots of blank design space here and no infographic?!? you got a lot of work to do still my dear. You can always do season records as an infographic.    

f341294
Sticky Note
(Alignment issue with Baby) 

f341294
Sticky Note
I think whole title needs to go a touch over to the right. 

f341294
Sticky Note
Final Grade: 
Tons of work left to do
Layout: 15/20
Pictures: 15/20
Writing: N/A
Infographic: 10/20 
Print Ready: 12/20 




